Fall 2014
ADVANCED PROBLEMS IN LEGAL ETHICS

Course Number: PRSP 9001        Call Number: 000016

Professor: Vander Laan
Credits:  2 Classroom

Primary Basis for the Grade: Seminar Paper; Letter Grade
Prerequisites: Successful Completion of Legal Ethics

Enrollment: Enrollment limited to 12 students
Meets Seminar Requirement? Yes
Meets Writing Requirement? Yes
Meets Client Counseling Requirement? No

Meeting Times:
Location:

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This seminar is offered to those who wish to explore ethical issues in a more in-depth fashion. Using real-life fact patterns, students will be examining ethical issues and developing action plans for addressing such issues. Each student will write an in-depth paper on a topic developed with the professor’s guidance.

SPECIAL NOTE:
Taking this course satisfies only one of the graduation requirements (seminar or writing). If you take this course and have not yet satisfied the seminar requirement, you will be deemed to have met the seminar requirement. However, if you take this course and you have already met the seminar requirement, you will be deemed to have met the writing requirement. Two, separate courses are required to satisfy both the seminar and writing requirements. No one course satisfies them both.
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